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Introduction
We spoke to four groups of people who have had occasion to deal with public health from a
particular point of view.
Young mums in Liverpool recruited from D and E socioeconomic groups
Older people of faith in Newcastle
Digitally connected 20-30 year olds in Sheffield
LGBT people in Brighton
June-September 2015
All day
ay workshops
wo s ops
Moderator • Susie Fisher, Independent Researcher
Observers • Nick Hillier
Hillier, Holly Rogers
Rogers, David Bennett ,Victoria Charlton (AMS); Professor
Rachel Cooper (working group)
AIMS

•
•

To understand people
people’ss attitudes and feelings about their own health and wellbeing.
wellbeing
To explore the acceptability of the working group’s vision for 2040 and to capture
the underlying debate. This report presents the views shared by our workshop
participants. This is not necessarily representative of the public as a whole.

Overview
•

•

•
•

•

Participants in these workshops tended to live with different pressures
pressures, priorities and constraints
compared with members of the working group. They were:
Less at ease with logic, thinking in the long term, and making trade-offs
Often shared negative (rather than positive) stories about their interactions with the NHS
Living noticeably stressed and pressured lives.
“Wellbeing” was a hard concept for people to analyse and assess. It seems to be a combination of
feeling in control, both physically and mentally, and establishing close, personal relationships in a
people’ss wellbeing.
decent environment. Poverty, stress, age and obesity are thought to threaten people
The ten-point vision, articulated by the working group, was considered largely acceptable.
Five out of the ten points were felt to be already underway and welcome. These were good principles
to follow.
Equal opportunities • Relevant information • Heathy start to life • Good end to life •
Crisis taskforce
Two out of ten were rejected
• Participants
p
felt it was unfair. All p
people
p and all
Moneyy for effective medicines onlyy
conditions should get equal treatment
Societal success measured by wellbeing

•

•

• Participants felt it was too difficult and not credible

Three out of the ten represented practical policies requiring changes in behaviour and environment.
There was both yearning and doubt in response to these from our participants.
Healthy environment • Teamwork approach • Employer support
People’s own priorities for change included, in addition
Swifter more individual interventions from the Health Service
Swifter,
Aggregating and using health data and technology to solve some longstanding problems
Actively recruiting schools to teach about health, as an essential life skill.

Involving the public in decision making

•

Participants in these workshops were genuinely pleased to be included. They felt
privileged to be able to give their opinions about future plans which would affect them
intimately.

•

They seemed to feel this was time well spent. Respectful on all sides.

•

For them it was also an opportunity to learn.
• Articulating to themselves and recognising opinions which had only been implicit
before.
• Setting their own priorities for future healthy policy.
• Beginning to understand the kinds of issues and debates which policymakers need
to undertake.

•

There was,
was nevertheless,
nevertheless a sense of ‘them
them and us
us’ as they considered the professionals
who made up the working group. And there were clear messages which they wanted to
send to the working group.

What were the people in our
workshops
orkshops like?

Liverpool mums
“Every child should be treated
the same
same, depending on what
their parents want.”
Liverpool mum

Typically
•

Mums know best about putting crisps and sweets in lunch boxes.

But also
•

Support the system and community they know. Not looking for change.

Recruited from socioeconomic groups:
• C2DE

Older people of faith in Newcastle
“Adults work hard and are the carers. They
forget their own health and wellbeing. They are
stressed out and in a rut. It is very difficult. You
forget about your own health. It is secondary to
business and the kids.”
Older person of faith,
faith based in Newcastle

Typically
• Squeezed
S
d between
b
trying to help
h l their
h children
h ld
finish
f h their
h education
d
and
d find
f d
employment and looking after their parents’ generation, who are dying, suffering from
Alzheimer's …
But also
• Everything in moderation, good food, help your children, help your neighbour, use your
common sense.
Recruited from socioeconomic groups:
• C1C2D

Digitally connected 20-30 year olds in Sheffield
“If there was a Health MOT, I
wouldn’tt book
would go
go, but I wouldn
myself in for one.”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

Typically
•

SStressed out over all the demands and pressures on them: jobs, family,
f
mortgages,
finances.

•

Career people, confident on the surface, anxious underneath, articulate, in the thick of it.

But also
•

Want to opt into a caring system which will monitor their wellbeing.

Recruited from socioeconomic groups:
•ABC1C2

LGBT people in Brighton
“Wellbeing depends on physical
health It
It’ss a
health and mental health.
mixture of both.”
LGBT person, Brighton

Typically
• Wanted to be listened to, and to have their views and experiences acknowledged.
But also
They felt a lively sense of their own LGBT community in Brighton and were ready to organise
on a practical level (e.g. organised walks). No one should be lonely.
Recruited from socioeconomic groups:
•C1C2DE

Health and wellbeing in today’s world

What kind of world have we seen evidence of?

•

People are leading stressed lives.

•

People are desperate to believe they are unique individuals with valuable lives. But feel
the system belittles this.

•

Everyone Googles everything.

•

Politicians are compromised. People don’t believe in them.

•

People have great difficulty envisioning the future.
future

•

People find it hard to make trade-offs, especially when a lesser good has to be sacrificed
for a greater good. People who seem better at this.

•

Almost everyone has had a painful, drawn-out experience of a beloved family member
dying.

•

People often don’t take advice. They know what they should do and they don't do it
(eating, smoking, drinking, exercise). Just telling people is not enough. Skilful use of
evidence is involved.
“I’m different and my differences should be accepted.”

What have we learned about the NHS?

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

It is in crisis,, it causes ppeople
p bigg problems
p
and bigg anxieties.
Participants did not view the Health System as a whole – they focused on individual parts
or services.
The NHS is a treatment service. None of our participants conceived of the public health
system outside the NHS i.e. to improve and sustain a healthy nation, rather than solely
treating the sick.
Many people feel victimised by the NHS (e.g. not enough personal attention, short
consultations wrong diagnoses or contradictory advice)
consultations,
advice).
People feel betrayed if a doctor gets it wrong, and expect the best at all times.
The NHS is careless of people’s time. No one these days has time to be sick. They
wanted a system to work immediately and efficiently.
There is a paradox at the heart
People criticise their doctors for getting things wrong and Google hungrily for
information BUT they are reticent to take responsibility for their own health or
challenge the doctor/online information.
information
Is it because they want to believe their doctor is infallible? It is the responsibility of the
doctor to know what’s wrong and to cure them.
“Just sort it.”

Older person of faith

What is wellbeing?
Physical health, mental health and wellbeing are all interconnected for our participants.
Being able to move and act
independently.
PHYSICAL
HEALTH
Threated by age and obesity.

In control of your life and finances, worklife balance, providing for your family.
MENTAL
HEALTH
Threatened by stress: poor
housing, poverty, crowding,
lack of education/coping
skills. Dementia and
depression.

WELLBEING
Successful relationships.
Close family.
D
Decent
housing,
h i open air,
i money, employment.
l
Feeling you have brought up your kids right.
COMMENT

PARTICIPANTS WERE ENTHUSED TO ANALYSE WELLBEING.
THEY FOUND IT HARD TO ASSESS THEIR DEGREE OF
WELLBEING.

Introducing the ten-point vision

This is the ten-point vision which was put to people
These statements, originally devised by the working group, were translated into more publicly
accessible language by Academy staff at the beginning of the dialogue activities. Although
the working group evolved the statements during the policy process, a decision was
made to use the original statements for all public activities to keep outputs consistent.
1.

Everyone, everywhere has the same opportunities for good health and average levels of
health increase across the nation.

2.

The success of society and politicians are judged on people’s health and wellbeing.

3.

Every child experiences a healthy start to life that enables them to realise their full
potential.

4.

Everyone experiences an end to life with care informed by their views and values.

5.

Everyone has access to relevant information on how to live a healthy life.

6.

We only spend money on the most effective medicines and health campaigns.

7.

The spaces in which we live, socialise and travel help people stay healthy.

8.
8

There is a teamwork approach to health where families
families, communities and society at large
all play their part.

9.

People’s health and wellbeing is supported by businesses, employers and the places we
work.
work

10. We have a taskforce in place to respond to a national or international crisis that may
affect health.

Let’s look at overall responses to the ten-point vision
The ten points are presented in order of popularity.
p broadly
y agree
g
with
✓ People
• Equal opportunities for good health.
•
•
•
•

Access to relevant information.
Healthy start to life.
End of life, informed by own views and values.
Taskforce to respond to health crises.

?

Yes, b
Y
but with
i h reservations
i
• Employers support health and wellbeing.
• Environment helps people stay healthy.
• Teamwork approach to health.

✗

Don’t agree
y
• Moneyy for effective medicines only.
• Success of society is measured by wellbeing.

Public response to planning and vision
•

People are used to the idea of a Health Service which treats you when you are sick or
injured. They found it very difficult to understand a vision for a system which keeps you
healthy.

•

As people focus on the points of the vision, they constantly refer back to their current
and past experience of the NHS, usually with complaints.
“It’s not just me who has suffered from the NHS.”

•

Liverpool mum

Should the vision for the health of the public be adopted as policy, it will meet co
cooperation or opposition from the public themselves according to
How easily people can understand it
How far
f the direction off travel fits
f with what people want
How it is communicated to them.

•

The following analysis demonstrates the kinds of reactions, arguments and discussions
generated by the working group’s ten early stage vision statements, expressed in
everyday language.
This will be the stage upon which the ultimate 2040 health vision will need to perform.
perform

Detailed responses to the vision
in broad agreement
Statements 1, 5, 3, 10, 4

People believe four of the vision points
y happening
pp
g
are already
Equal opportunities for good health
Access to relevant information
Heathy start to life
Taskforce to respond to health crises
These are relatively uncontroversial.
The Health Service is in place
place, doing the best it can,
can and available pretty much to everybody.
everybody
Mothers and babies get a lot of care, even if it is not always completely consistent.
•

The Government or wider world organisations step in when there is a global health
crisis This is pretty well out of the sphere of ordinary people
crisis.
people. They expect it is being
looked after.

•

Everybody has access to Google and people go after any information they may want.
This is the modern world.
world

IMPLICATION

THESE VISION POINTS CAN BE PROGRESSED WITHOUT
DIFFICULTY. THEY PROGRESS USING THE MOMENTUM
ALREADY GENERATED IN SOCIETY.

Vision I • Equal opportunities for good health
Everyone,
Everyone everywhere has the same opportunities for good health and average levels of
health increase across the nation.
A
f
Arguments
for
•
•
•
•

This is only fair.
The end of the postcode lottery.
N one
No
ne is better than anyone
an ne else.
else
Everyone deserves treatment.
“It should be fair for all. I agree with
that if it is all on the same level.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

A
A i
Arguments
Against
•

•

Some people endanger their own
health by smoking, drinking and eating
t m
too
much.
ch D
Do the
they deser
deservee the same
treatment?
Rich people will always buy their way
out.
“Anybody with money who can
afford better care will pay. Poorer
people
p
p will take what is g
given.”
Liverpool mum

What do they not pick up and address?
• We tried talking about opportunities for good health, but people assumed this is about
opportunities for treatment.
treatment
• Average levels of health increase across the UK. People interpret this as meaning less
healthy people get healthier and the ones who are already healthy will stay that way.
They can’t
can t accept the possibility that some people
people’ss health might decline as a result of
evening out.
“People with better health wouldn’t be any less healthy, unless basic healthcare
changes.”
LGBT person, Brighton

Vision I • Equal opportunities for good health
How well will this be received?
•

EEveryone argued
d for
f this.
hi If there
h
are any doubts,
d b they
h were raised
i d by
b employed
l d people
l
who are currently healthy.Very few participants wanted to pay the bill for people who
knowingly abuse their own health.
“Y ’ chucking
h ki money att people
l who
h d
’t wantt to
t be
b helped.”
h l d ” Digitally
Di it ll connected
t d
“You’re
don’t
person in Sheffield

Would they like to be in this vision? Yes, they would.
“People should not be treated differently based on their lifestyle. Everyone should
be treated the same and equally.”
Liverpool mum

Do they think it’s viable? Maybe
“It’s good, in theory, but it’s not realistic. There’s not enough money to pull it off.”
LGBT person, Brighton

Will they support a policy with this at its heart? Yes, it is the only just way.
“This policy is a fantastic one. Help for all and everyone is due the same, regardless
of where you live and who you are. Wasn’t this Bevan’s vision back in 1948?”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

Vision 5 • Access to relevant information
Everyone has access to relevant information on how to live a healthy life.
A
t for
f
Arguments
•
•
•
•

People can Google the information they
need and act on it, as they see fit.
Internet information can be q
quicklyy updated
p
and available on your phone.
Information can be used to educate about
health.
Information can draw on p
personal data and
also from a demographically wide database.
“Health information is essential but it is up
to the individual to follow up.”
Old person off faith,
Older
f ith Newcastle
N
tl

A
t against
i t
Arguments
•
•
•
•
•

The elderly or marginalised groups may miss
out on digital data sources.
People
p can feel ppressured, bombarded.
Information alone doesn’t ensure that
people act or change their behaviour.
Too much information can be confusing.
Information should not take the p
place of
face-to-face meetings with your doctor.
“Too much information frightens me.
Good information is good if it points you
i the
in
h right
i h direction.
di
i
Is
I it
i not a scary
thing sometimes?”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

What do people not address?
•
Taking on the responsibility of managing their own health. The feeling is that people will do what they
want to do, even if this is contraindicated.
•
People don’t necessarily feel powerful when equipped with information.
It is as if they want doctors to retain authority over their patients
patients’ health
health.
•
“The internet makes the access to information easier. But misdiagnosis can be very misleading
and could disrupt someone more than doing good.”
LGBT person, Brighton

Vision 5 • Access to relevant information
How well will this be received?

•

Everyone argued for access to information and most participants worried that people
could be excluded from digital access. Some people are worried about being bombarded
and pressurised with messages that they know they ought to follow, but don’t.
“It needs to reach the most vulnerable, poor, and marginalised, in a language and a
medium that suits.”
LGBT person, Brighton

Would they like to be in this vision? Yes, they would.
“It’s
It s already happening.
happening It
It’ss common sense.
sense People will choose to live how they
want.”
Liverpool mum

Do they think it’s viable? Yes, they believe it already happens and will grow, become
more comprehensive, targeted, fit for purpose.
“Communications will improve, you will be able to get prescriptions online and a
phone app. There will be self diagnosis, standardised in the NHS. But you want a one
to one consultation.”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

Will they support a policy with this at its heart? Yes
Yes, provided it is seen to reach
everybody and doctors are still
centre stage.

Vision 3 • A healthy start to life
Every child experiences a healthy start to life that enables them to realise their full potential.
Arguments for
•
•
•
•
•

Better chances for children in later life.
Lower future costs for the NHS.
Good care and support for pregnant
mothers and babies.
Will be the start of good eating habits.
All babies treated equally.
“A good start to life is priority. Support all
mothers from the start of their pregnancy.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

Arguments against
•
•
•
•
•

Too much of a nanny state, telling mums
what to do with their babies.
mothers
Patronising to mothers.
Mothers know best for their babies, not the
state.
Current system is full of contradictory
messages from health professionals.
professionals
Not everyone agrees on what ‘healthy’ is.
“Not everyone has the same opinion on
what healthy is. There are too many
contradictions in what people say. Mums
know their babies best.”
Liverpool mum

What do people not address?
•
This is a familiar area, where people feel confident to argue their case.
“Starting early leads to better chances. It is very important to look after children, when young,
and make sure everyone has a good start in life.”
“I thi
think
k th
thatt th
the G
Governmentt should
h ld h
have th
their
i own ffarms producing
d i produce
d
for
f the
th nation
ti and
d
to keep a good and fair price for food for all.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

Vision 3 • A healthy start to life
How well will this be received?
•

Everyone feels this is obvious. Who would not want a child to have a good start in life?

Would they like to be in this vision?

Yes, they would and, to a large extent, believe
they are.

“A
A good start in life will always be beneficial to both the parent
parent, Government and
NHS. It will lead to a good, healthy life.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

Do they think it’s viable? Well, it should be. But there are many different voices claiming
they know what is best for babies and children. Mothers, with
their own convictions, will not cede their rights over their
children to the state, unless the child is clearly ill or in danger.
“Every
y child should be treated the same,, depending
p
g on what their parents
p
want.”
Liverpool mum

“It all depends on the parents and what they believe in.”

LGBT person, Brighton

Will they support a policy with this at its heart? Yes
Yes, with the proviso that mothers
have their say.
“It’s a good idea but don’t patronise mums. Try to do it in the best way possible for
mother
ot e and
a d baby needs.”
eeds.
LGBT p
person,, Brighton
g

Vision 10 • A taskforce to respond to health crises
We have a taskforce in place to respond to a national or international crisis that may affect
h lth
health.
Arguments for
•
•
•

This will keep the UK safe.
This is what Governments are meant
to do.
There should be clear rules and
procedure
procedure.
“It’s a great policy, feasible and
already working. For example, Ebola.”
Older person of faith
faith, Newcastle

Arguments against
•
•
•

This is likely to be a waste of money.
Why spend money in other countries
when people need the money here?
Too expensive altogether.
“It could be a waste of money. It
could be useful to something else or
someone needing it.”
Liverpool mum

What do people not address?
• The technical feasibility of having healthcare systems and emergency care joined up.
• People have come to believe that the intelligent use of tech can address most problems.
“A taskforce in place is beneficial and it would not be too expensive to link
everything
thi up.”
”
Old person off faith,
Older
f ith Newcastle
N
tl

Vision 10 • A taskforce to respond to health crises
How well will this be received?
•

People feel this is a system which is already up and running, often citing the Ebola
outbreak as an example. However, once you start to think about it, it begins to seem like
a big expenditure to make, just in case.
“Is there something already in place for this? It’s important but I’m concerned we’re
being too cautious and wasting the money.”
LGBT person, Brighton

Would they like to be in this vision?

Yes. There is a real thrill in knowing that if
something goes wrong, a well-oiled machine will
move immediately to put it right.

“A great idea. I thought we already had, or trusted that we had. I have confidence in
the Force.
Force.”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

Do they think it’s viable? Yes, they do. But this is out of ordinary peoples’ hands. Too
much money, more the terrain of governments and international
organisations.
“Everyone would need to trust and work with the taskforce. Government legislation
to create a bespoke taskforce is critical.”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

Will they support a policy with this at its heart? Initially yes, but some may struggle if
they consider the benefits against
potential costs. It will come to seem
like too much to pay for something
which mayy never happen.
pp
“It’s a good idea. We already do it but on a smaller scale. It would be very expensive
to implement.”
LGBT person, Brighton

‘End of life’ care is the exception
•
•

This is the only instance of a vision point which is unequivocally accepted and is not felt
to bbe happening
app
g already.
a a y.
Most people had suffered from the protracted death of a parent or a grandparent –
undignified, painful, difficult, prolonged.
“It is my duty, as a son. I watched my parents die for two years.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

•

People who had been through it felt, in a formless way, that the NHS did not have it right,
although they couldn’t think what would have been right.
“I wouldn’t want to die, undignified, as my mother did. You put a dog out of its
misery.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

•
•
•

The prevailing belief was that, somewhere along the line, how you die should involve
personal choice.
This is an issue of importance to everyone personally. Most of our workshop
participants took an immediate interest from their own perspective.
Some were more distracted byy current cares,, thinkingg for the moment more about their
parents.

IMPLICATION

THIS IS A UNIVERSAL PROBLEM, WHICH NEEDS VISIONARY
THINKING TO PUT ‘END OF LIFE’ PROCEDURES ON A BETTER
PATH.

Vision 4 • End to life, informed by own views and
values
Everyone experiences an end to life with care, informed by their views and values.
A
Arguments
t for
f
•
•
•
•
•

A
Arguments
t against
i t

A dignified death, with a measure of
personal choice.
Able to choose to die, if life has run out. In
control.
Easier for relatives.
Allows for the possibility of euthanasia.
Makes death a subject
j
yyou can talk about.
“It is a personal choice. If you don’t feel
that you are able to live you should have
input on when and how you die.”
Liverpool mum

•
•
•

Difficult decision for a non-medical person
to make.
Can’t be one p
policyy for all. Must be on a
case-by-case basis.
Some people may have ethical objections to
suicide or euthanasia.
“The decision is made on a one-to-one
basis. It would have to be adapted to
everyone’s needs.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

“In our faith,, if y
you commit suicide,, you
y
are buried apart.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

What do people not address?
•
The individual’s plan for care and their wishes regarding their own death. People revert to a more
comfortable ‘what I would like played at my funeral’ discussion
•
Expanding bureaucratic process, in order to run the system.
“It should be down to the individual and should have a structure in p
place to make sure the direct
family is supported.”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

Vision 4 • End to life, informed by own views and values
How well will this be received?
•

People will want to believe this is a system which will offer relief. To the dying, and to their families.
They will have huge expectations and little sense of the limitations and difficulties. Many people will
be hoping for an acceptable route to assisted dying.
“It’s not bad living a shorter life, if you’ve been happy and healthy until death. Choice is the most
LGBT person, Brighton
important thing.”

Would they
y like to be in this vision?

Yes and no.
There are too many emotions around a dying relative. Dignity
and a measure of control would be a huge step forward.

“I prefer a policy where you suffer and die with least pain and most comfortably.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

“They are talking to her like a child. You want to die with dignity.”Digitally connected person in Sheffield

Do they think it’s viable? Yes, after the first shock. But they find it hard to imagine sitting down and
making
k plans
l
ffor a good
dd
death,
h early
l on after
f diagnosis.
d
They
Th willll tolerate
l
bureaucracy and delay very badly.
“It would have to be managed properly. There should be some way of logging, so people’s wishes
are fully respected.”
Liverpool mum

Will they support a policy with this at its heart? Yes, they will, because the need is great. There are
likely to be many disappointments, slights and
criticisms along the way.
“I think this is a good idea, as you can’t control many things in life, so this is a really important
LGBT person, Brighton
thing to be able to do.”

Detailed responses to the vision
Rejection and incomprehension
Statements 6, 2

There are only two of the vision statements
p throw out
which p
people
Vision 6 • Money for effective medicines only.
Vision 2 • Measuring the success of society by the level of wellbeing
•

Spending money on effective medicines only is universally perceived as an ethical failure on the part of
G
Government.
t It suggests
t that
th t some people
l will
ill be
b thrown
th
on the
th scrapheap.
h
“This is narrow-minded. They’re saying you’re beyond repair, on the scrapheap. But it could get
better. Don’t write them off. We’re all people.”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

•

The vision is rejected
j
because it is pperceived to be unjust
j and without mercy.
y People
p walk awayy from
the difficult decision about how resources should be allocated.

•

Measuring the level of wellbeing is rejected because it seems too complicated an idea, and highly
impractical to achieve. It depends on the good faith of politicians and the capacity of the public for
self-analysis Both of these are in short supply
self-analysis.
supply. People don
don’tt have the faith or the patience to follow
this through.
“They can’t run the country now. Politicians don’t care about our health.”

IMPLICATION

Liverpool mum

SOME POLICIES MAY BE RECEIVED NEGATIVELY, NOT
BECAUSE THE RESULTS ARE NOT DESIRABLE BUT BECAUSE
THEY JUST DON
DON’T
T SEEM CREDIBLE. THE LEVEL WITH WHICH
PEOPLE WERE PREPARED TO ASSESS THESE IDEAS VARIED
WITH THEIR SOCIOECONOMIC BACKGROUNDS.

Vision 6 • Money for effective medicines only
We only spend money on the most effective medicines and health campaigns.
Arguments for
•
•

The greatest good of the greatest number is
best.
Do self-imposed illnesses deserve less?
“There is a finite pot of money. There is
always a choice to be made. Spending
money on the
th mostt people
l is
i the
th best
b t idea.”
id ”
LGBT person, Brighton

Arguments against
•
•
•
•

Unfairly excludes unfortunate people with
rare conditions.
One person’s life is worth as much as any
other’s. All should have the same chances.
Research should be carried out on all issues
where it is needed.
Who is qualified to draw the line?
“Everyone should have the same chance in
life. Money should be spent on all
research.
h How
H
does
d
one d
define
fi what
h t is
i
important? A rare illness or a common
illness?”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

What do people not address?
•
People cannot accept that there are finite resources and, therefore, some people cannot be helped.
The universal reaction is either to deny the problem or shift the responsibility elsewhere.
“How can y
you say
y what is important
p
and what is not important?
p
GlaxoSmithKline will make
millions. Tax them.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

Vision 6 • Money for effective medicines only
How well will this be received?
•

People will look at this suggestion, find it heartless and reject it. Even if they give a
cursory look at the ‘greatest
greatest good for the greatest number’
number argument
argument, they will swiftly
adopt the view that both common and rare diseases must be funded.
“Make things equal and make cuts to other things.”

Would they like to be in this vision?

Liverpool mum

No. Not only would they be depriving someone
else of their rightful chances, it might well be
them and their family, with the rare diseases.

“Rare illnesses are more important. They are not under your control.”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

Do they think it’s viable? Not if it is brought to people’s attention. People won’t tolerate
it.
“They should pay for both medicines and nobody should have to die.”

LGBT person,

Brighton

Will they support a policy with this at its heart? No, take the money from some less
critical area (but they won’t say what).
“Take the money from a project that isn’t so important to provide for ones that are.
Y need
You
d to
t spend
d the
th money on what
h t matters.”
tt
”
Liverpool
i
mum

Vision 2 • Measuring the success of society
y the level of wellbeing
g
by
The success of society and politicians is judged by people’s health and wellbeing.
Arguments
g
for
•
•

It would be nice to incentivise politicians to
care more about our health.
You could take some of the measurements
data
by using existing healthcare data.

Arguments
g
against
g
•
•
•

“Health outcomes are as important as
economic outcomes. Politicians should be
charged on this, as they often pass the
buck.”

•

LGBT person, Brighton

•
•

International prestige is a silly idea and
irrelevant.
Politicians are more interested in
us
themselves than in us.
Politicians say one thing and do another.
They can’t be trusted. You’d rather hear
from doctors.
Too difficult to measure.
measure Different people
will have different standards of health and
wellbeing.
People won’t open up about their feelings.
Expensive to collect data.
data
“Your health is not something you talk
about?”

Digitally connected person in Sheffield
What do people not address?
•
G
Global
ranking off national wellbeing.
•
Annual wellbeing announcement, akin to the economic budget.
•
This all seems preposterous, silly.
They do not see that this is meant to create a situation where it is in politicians’
politicians own interests to
•
achieve health and wellbeing for the electorate.

“Global ranking is immaterial.”

Older person of faith, Newcastle

Vision 2 • Measuring the success of society by the level of wellbeing
How well will this be received?

•

People will probably find this complicated and ridiculous and, when it comes down to it,
are likely to find it too inconvenient/challenging/meaningless to cast their wellbeing vote.
(Many participants don’t vote in national elections.)
“It’s difficult to get the general public to open up about their personal wellbeing.”
person Brighton
LGBT person,

Would they like to be in this vision?
making decisions with their wellbeing at

Yes. They would like to think that politicians are
heart. But to believe this would be naïve.

“Nobody
y talks about our wellbeing.
g It is always
y about money.”
y

Liverpool
p
mum

Do they think it’s viable? Not in the least, politicians will be unable to act for the good of
ordinary people, because they will always be more concerned
with their own interest.
Nor will most people be able to reflect and report on their
own level of wellbeing.
“Politicians only seem to care about their own health and wellbeing. They can’t run
the country now!
now!”
Liverpool mum

Will they support a policy with this at its heart? Not until they grasp it fully and, even
then, they probably won’t.
“It wouldn’t work. It’s not a g
good idea at all.”

Older p
person of faith,, Newcastle

Detailed responses to the vision
Yearning and doubt
Statements 9, 8, 7

Are visions which offer a practical policy
g
the most interesting?
Vision 9
Vision 8
Vision 7
•
•

•

•

Employers support health and wellbeing
Teamwork approach to health
Environment helps people stay healthy

These are visions which suggest that something definite will need to change in your own life, in order
to make them work.
They represent tipping points
What happens
now is painful.
I like what I
It’s worth the
k
know;
Id
don’t
’t
i k off ttrying
i tto
risk
want to risk
change it
changing it

Anything that requires risk
risk, change
change, trust
trust, or different behaviour all meet a lot of resistance unless
people are genuinely in pain. If it is really painful (e.g. stress, depression) then people may be tipped
over into trying something else.
Statements 7, 8, 9 suggest that people themselves will need to take some personal responsibility for
outcomes This meets a mixed reception.
outcomes.
reception People who are used to volunteering,
volunteering taking responsibility
responsibility,
and caring for others, can see that these plans might work. Among our workshop participants, we
found those who have had negative experiences tended to reject change and stay where they know.

Vision 9 • Employers support health and wellbeing
People’s health and wellbeing is supported by businesses and employers and the places we work.
Arguments for
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benevolent, caring employer.
Healthier workforce benefits the UK.
R l systems ffor health
h l h checks.
h k
Regular
More opportunities for healthy activities:
cycling, gym, free fruit.
Childcare at work.
Sh
Shorter
hhours, duvet
d
days,
d
less
l
stress.
Better work/life balance.

Arguments against
•
•
•

•
•

Small companies won’t be able to afford it.
It’ll come out of employees’ wages in the
d
end.
It will crush the same work into fewer
hours and increase the stress on the
workers.
I will
It
ill limit
li i muchh needed
d d overtime
i
hours.
h
It won’t work for target-driven companies.

“I think most people would be happy to
have an MOT type health check [if provided
by an employer]”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

“If you work those hours, you are losing
out on money. Smaller companies will not
manage.”
”
Liverpool mum

What do people not address?
•
Working at standing desks.
•
More leisure time.
•
Blurring the boundaries between employer and employee.
“Businesses
Businesses benefit from healthy staff, which benefits both public and private. So it should be
publicly supported but not necessarily funded.”
LGBT person, Brighton

Vision 2 • Employers support health and wellbeing
How well will this be received?
•

Employees will largely welcome this policy, insofar as they feel cared for and protected.
Enthusiasm will wane, however, at the point where they have to pay the price. Less
money coming in, hours in the gym unpaid, etc.
“Employers would have to support the workload with shorter working hours.
Smaller businesses included.”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

W ld they
th lik
t be
b in
i this
thi vision?
i i ?
Would
like to

Y they
h would,
ld if they
h could
ld avoid
id any drop
d
i
Yes,
in
income or extra pressure on productivity.

“Good idea. It needs to be expanded to more people and more initiatives.”
LGBT person, Brighton
B i ht

Do they think it’s viable? For large businesses, yes.
For small businesses, no.
“It’s not workable. Small businesses would suffer. Maybe in an ideal world …”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

Will they support a policy with this at its heart? Probably they will, young
professionals, in particular, who feel
under pressure and want to be
protected.
“It would create a better working environment
environment. People would have longer service.”
service ”
Liverpool mum

Vision 8 • A teamwork approach to health
There is a teamwork approach to health, where families, communities and society at large all play their
part.
g
for
Arguments
g
against
g
Arguments
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some people are watching out for their
neighbours already.
No-one need feel lonely.
community
Creates a community.
Can work alongside religious groups.
Win-win. Helps the helper and the helped.
Can extend to skill swaps like gardening,
DIY organising walks,
DIY,
walks online communities.
communities

•
•
•
•

Can’t enforce it or rely on it.
May offend people’s pride. Some people like
to keep to themselves.
exploitative
Some people are mean and exploitative.
The British are too reticent.
“I’m not sure if this is realistic. Not
everyone has the kindness gene.”
Liverpool mum

“My mum looks after an elderly lady next
door. She goes in every morning and every
g
It’s happening
pp
g more than people
p p
night.
think.”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

What do people not address?
•
Generatingg conversations about health.
•
Becoming more compassionate.
•
Creating a “nanny state”.
•
Saving money on healthcare.
“It’s a good idea and it brings people together. It’s not expensive. Win-win.” LGBT person, Brighton
“People are selfish and want to be left alone, so how can this be done?”
Liverpool mum

Vision 8 • A teamwork approach to health
How will this be received?
•

With yearning. This really is the ideal community at work. It appeals to a universal desire
to help. Provided that people’s contribution is recognised and not exploited, and that
people are not forced into it.
it Some people are proud
proud.
“It could work and it should work. A bit of compassion is needed. Going forward, it
would be a great advantage for all communities and families. It worked years ago
and it could work now. But it needs to be fine tuned.” Older p
person of faith,, Newcastle

Would they like to be in this vision?

Wholeheartedly, yes. Like the good old days.

“I think if everybody did their bit, it would have a massive impact.”

LGBT person,

Brighton

Do they think it’s viable? In moderation, yes.
“It is good if people are willing to help each other but not everybody thinks the
same.”
”
Li
Liverpool
l mum

Will they support a policy with this at its heart? Yes, almost certainly, as long as the
supporting structures look robust
and there are realistic checks in place
for everyone’s safety.
“It’s a good idea but have they thought about the ASBOs and the unsafe
environment?”
environment?
Older person of faith,
faith Newcastle

Vision 7 • Environment helps people stay healthy
The spaces in which we live, socialise and travel, help people stay healthy.
Arguments for
•
•
•
•

Green, open spaces are pleasant and good
for you.
you
Better quality of life, better mental health.
Play areas.
Less pollution.

Arguments against
•

•
•

“Encourages a better quality of life. It can
only be a positive thing. Grants for
developers may be a good idea.”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

•

Older or disabled people cannot walk
everywhere They need bus stops
everywhere.
stops, parking
spaces, shops nearby.
Market prices for land might drop, affecting
existing property values.
Developers won
won’tt make environmentally
healthy choices if it’s uneconomic.
It’s people who create happy communities.
Nice, new streets won’t do it.
“Fewer parking
“F
ki spaces – bus
b stops.
t
Okay
Ok
for the young, but not for the elderly.”
LGBT person, Brighton

What do people not address?
•
The widespread planning and co-operation required to make this happen.
•
Some people will need to put the work in and won’t immediately see the benefit.
“I personally would love to live in an area developed such as this. Health benefits, social benefits.”
Li
Liverpool
l mum

Vision 7 • Environment helps people stay healthy
How will this be received?
There will be a mixed response. The young, middle class workshop participants welcomed it all uncritically,
as long as their property values don
don’tt suffer.
Older people and participants from lower socioeconomic communities may well see this as an intrusion on
the familiar structures of their lives, making socialising and day-to-day help more of an obstacle course.
“Environmental factors are key
y to wellbeing.
g This is an investment in the future.”

LGBT p
person,,

Brighton

“Nice idea but not practical. What about buses and shops for elderly people?”
Older person of faith, Newcastle

Would they like to be in this position? Not necessarily. We’re happy as we are.
“Trees won’t help. Fifty years ago, families and communities were happy without green fields and
trees.”
Liverpool mum

D they
Do
th think
thi k it’s
it’ viable?
i bl ? It might
i ht bbe. But
B t only
l if th
the developers
d l
can be
b incentivised
i
ti i d and
d older
ld people
l
have enough transport options.
“It’s not just about a good environment. It’s about getting to work.”Older person of faith, Newcastle

Will they support a policy with this at its heart? They might or they might try and ignore it
it. It may
not represent an improvement to some people,
who like the areas they live in, healthy or not.
“Definitely improves your lifestyle, but doesn’t it come at a cost? The price of your house or land?”
Digitally connected person in Sheffield

Some concluding thoughts
Where do the p
public’s
blic’s priorities lie?

“What was the most important thing
y
y session?”
you heard in today’s
•

This report now summarises people’s own priorities, having discussed the ten-point
vision, and the main messages they wanted health professionals to hear. The issues below
accounted for three quarters of the comments made
made. They are related to,
to but not the
same as, the issues put to people in the vision.
FIRST
PLACE

•

The Health Service needs to offer swifter responses and be
users
more sensitive to the time pressures on its users.

•

All people and all conditions should get equal opportunities
for medication and health care.

SECOND
PLACE

•

Sort out the organisation. Establish systems to aggregate and
use data from individual patients and find the root causes of
problems.
problems

THIRD
PLACE

•

Give people a good death, which they can plan, in the light of
their own wishes.

•

Re-energise the strength and caring of the communities in
which people live, and do this in conjunction with health
professionals.

•

Schools should be actively involved in educating about health
issues and in related practical activities.

“What policymakers need to understand about the
rest of us is …”

•

We are all different, unique individuals and need to be treated accordingly.

•

Sometimes we need help and support so that we make the right choices. But, sometimes
(
(e.g.
ffor our own children)
h ld ) “we
“ know
k
best.”
b ”

•

Everyone should get the same quality of treatment. Treat us as you would treat your
own.

•

Health professionals often differ and sometimes make mistakes and this is a real worry
for us.

•

People will need to see short-term benefits on the way to the long-term ones.

COMMENT

THIS IS A PLEA FROM RUSHED PATIENTS TO BE VALUED AND
RECOGNISED BY RUSHED HEALTH PROFESSIONALS. DON
DON’T
T LET
THE SYSTEM LOSE ITS HUMANITY BUT DON’T LET IT MAKE
MISTAKES EITHER.

How might these insights be relevant
gg
p
to the working
group?
Here are some messages people want the working group to hear …
•

Help create a health system with more time and resources for me personally.

•

Support me to help my lonely neighbour.

•

Google, apps and social media can collate data from everybody, so everyone can get
information and evidence.

•

I want my employer to give me free health checks to make sure I’m ok.

•

Tell me how to to help my mum and dad at the end of their life.

•

School should educate young people in the life skills which will keep them healthy and
lead to wellbeing.

•

Healthcare must be fair and equal for everybody.
everybody

COMMENT

PEOPLE WILL CO
CO-OPERATE
OPERATE MORE WITH A POLICY THEY CAN
UNDERSTAND, WHICH OFFERS THEM A BENEFIT WHICH THEY
CAN RECOGNISE AND ENDORSE.

